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Slow Down

Who else do you need?

If you want to make a difference...

Do you need to lose

If you have to succeed?

Slow down. Stop the worry. Stop the stress.

May be all these "Expectations," Are what's causing the mess. We call life.
Since when does a smile look like a frown? We all just need to slow down.

Me, I'm gon-na work here full time, Save my tips, Buy my own place.

Rock town needs a sacred space, where we can feel safe to open up.

Yup.
These people, seem dull. But how much can you know?

If I've known them for eighteen years...

And all they've done is go go go?

Slow down. Stop the worry. Stop the stress. Because you grew up somewhere doesn't
Riley

make that any less, Than somewhere else. There's so much to see in this town, If we'd all just

Girasol

slow down. My whole life I've been running, Searching for, Seeking out, Craving,

Pno.

Don't miss what's right in front of you! Slow -

Riley

A-ny-thing new

Girasol
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Slow Down

Riley

- down.  Stop the worry. Stop the stress.  Your mind's saying no,

Girasol

Slow down worry stop the stress No, No!

Pno.

But your heart's saying yes, I need a break. Should we enjoy the swim or slowly drown?

Riley

But your heart's saying yes, I need a break. Should we enjoy the swim or slowly drown?

Girasol

Yes! slow

Pno.

Yes! slow

Riley

Take a rest, take a seat. Look into my eyes. Let our souls meet Say nothing

Girasol

Slow down

Pno.
Slow Down

Riley

Girasol

down

Pno.

Not a sound. Just... slow...
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